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a b s t r a c t
Pre-mRNA splicing is an important biological process that allows production of multiple proteins from a single
gene in the genome, and mainly contributes to protein diversity in eukaryotic organisms. Alternative splicing
is commonly governed by RNA binding proteins to meet the ever-changing demands of the cell. However, the
mis-splicing may lead to human diseases. In the heart of human, mis-regulation of alternative splicing has
been associated with heart failure. In this short review, we focus on alternative splicing of sarcomeric genes
and review mis-splicing related heart failure with relatively well studied Sarcomeric genes and splicing mechanisms with identiﬁed regulatory factors. The perspective of alternative splicing based therapeutic strategies in
heart failure has also been discussed.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
More than 90% of human genes express multiple mRNAs via alternative splicing, and mRNA splicing has been proposed as a primary driver
for generating transcriptional diversity and regulating gene expression
in mammals [1,2]. Considering that most of human genes are alternatively spliced and thus generating distinct protein isoforms with different functional and structural properties [1,3], abnormal patterns of
mRNA splicing are associated with heart diseases, and alternative splicing is broadly altered in human heart failure [4,5]. Tissue-speciﬁc alternative splicing is usually regulated by tissue-speciﬁc splicing factors or a
combination with ubiquitously expressed splicing factors to inﬂuence
spliceosome assembly at splice sites [6]. The identiﬁcation of tissuespeciﬁc splicing factors and their targets is essential to decode mechanisms of alternative splicing. Currently, only a few tissue-speciﬁc splicing factors and their potential targets have been reported. Here, we
will focus on the discussion of alternative splicing events of sarcomeric
genes with identiﬁed tissue-speciﬁc splicing factors. With speciﬁc gene
examples, we discussed how sarcomeric gene alternative splicing is orchestrated by splicing factors and the impact of mis-splicing on heart
function.

The spliceosome is a complex comprised of ﬁve small nuclear RNAs
(snRNA) and more than 100 associated proteins [6]. The ﬁve snRNAs
are U1, U2, U4, U5 and U6, and each of which can combine with associated
proteins and make up an RNA-protein complex called snRNP [6–9]. The
spliceosome complex functions in a dynamic assembly, reaction, and disassembly cycle, and a catalytically active spliceosome is formed upon recognizing an intron [7]. The core splicing signal for intron excision includes
four consensus elements that are presenting in every intron for nearly all
splicing: GU at 5′ end of introns, AG at 3′ end of introns, branch point sequence (BPS) located upstream of 3′ splice site and polypyrimidine tract
located between BPS and 3′ splice site [9]. The initial step begins with: recognition of 5′ splice site of an intron by U1 snRNP; generation of complex
E by cooperative binding of splicing factor 1 (SF1) and heterodimer
U2AF65/U2AF35 to BPS region, polypyromidine tract and 3′ AG. Recruitment of U2 snRNP to BPS region to displace the SF1 is triggered by molecular interactions. Followed to complex A formation, U4-U6-U5 tri-snRNP
joins the pre-spliceosome complex to form complex B [10]. At this stage,
enzymatic activation occurs through a series of conformational change
and compositional rearrangements to form the catalytically active complex B and complex C respectively [10,11]. Within the assembled
spliceosome, the 5′ splice site is cleaved with the lariat formation, and
then the 3′ splice site is cleaved and ultimately the exons are ligated together. The spliceosome disassembles following exon ligation (Fig. 1).

2. The core splicing mechanisms
3. Alternative splicing regulatory elements and factors
Biochemical studies have demonstrated that pre-mRNA splicing is
carried out via a process that introns are removed and exons are linked together by the large ribonucleoprotein complex, called the spliceosome [7].
⁎ Corresponding author.

The core splicing sequences usually contain too little information to
unambiguously identify splice site. Recognition and regulation of alternative splicing are modulated by additional sequences which are
referred to as auxiliary cis-regulatory sequences. The auxiliary cis-
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Fig. 1. Spliceosome assembly and disassembly in core splicing pathway. The initial step begins with the recognition of 5′ SS by U1 snRNP and 3′ SS by SF1, U2AF (complex E). SF1 is replaced
by U2 snRNP to branch point region (complex A). The formation of complex B is followed by recruitment of U4-U5-U6 tri-snRNP, displacing of U2AF protein. Complex B is remodeled via
conformational changes and structure rearrangements by protein replacements. U1 and U4 snRNPs are released for recycling during remodeling, leading to the formation of a catalytically
active complex (Bact). Further conformational rearrangements and protein displacements of the complex lead to the formation of a lariat intermediate (complex C). The intron lariat then is
spliced at 5′ SS by an additional conformational change. Upon cleavage, intron is linearized for degradation and snRNPs recycled for a new assembly.

regulatory sequences are located in exons and neighbouring introns.
These sequence elements are known as exonic or intronic splicing enhancer (ESE or ISE), or exonic or intronic splicing silencer (ESS or ISS)
[8,9]. These auxiliary cis-regulatory sequence elements can recruit transregulatory factors to orchestrate alternative splicing of the whole transcript networks [12]. Trans-regulatory factors include Ser/Arg-rich (SR)
proteins and heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) families.
In general, the ESE/ISE elements are recognized by SR proteins [13], which
the interaction between ESE/ISE and SR proteins facilitates recruitment of
the spliceosome and exon inclusions in the mature mRNA, while the ESS/
ISS binds the hnRNP family to interfere with spliceosome assembly
resulting in exclusion of an exon or exon skipping [8,9,12] (Fig. 2). SR proteins are frequently phosphorylated and phosphorylation of the SR proteins plays an important role in the initiation of the assembly of the
spliceosome [11]. SR proteins bind to an ESE in mRNAs and recruit snRNPs
simultaneously, which allow the interaction of U1 with 5′ splice site in an
intron [14] and induce exon inclusion. As for the exon exclusion, the molecular mechanism is less well understood. Recently, it has been shown
that hnRNP can prevent exchange of U1 for U6 by changing the way of
U1 binding on the exon, which impedes splicing catalytic process and inhibits exon inclusion eventually [15].
In addition, several factors have been identiﬁed as muscle tissuespeciﬁc regulators (Table 1). These different factors can work independently to manage exclusive splicing event of genes, or they can act as

cooperative or antagonistic pairs in deciding single gene splicing [17].
Furthermore, the same trans-regulatory factor can act as a splicing activator or a repressor depending on its position of binding sites and context [18]. For an instance, RBM20 is a SR protein, but it acts as a splicing
repressor [19]. RBM20 recognizes splicing silencers at the intronic positions and interacts with the spliceosome complex A but not the complex
B resulting in splicing repression [20].

4. Sarcomeric gene alternative splicing and heart failure
4.1. Sarcomeric structure and protein function in striated muscle
A sarcomere is basic unit of myoﬁbrils in striated muscle. Repeating
sections of individual sarcomeres compose myoﬁbrils, which form muscle cells. Sarcomere backbone is composed of three major ﬁlament systems: myosin-based thick ﬁlament, associated with cytoskeleton
protein myosin-binding protein-C (MyBP-C); actin-based thin ﬁlament,
accompanied with regulatory proteins troponin complex and tropomyosin, and third ﬁlament system titin [21]. Parallel arrays of actincontaining thin ﬁlaments span the I-band and overlap with myosincontaining thick ﬁlaments in A-band, and titin spans across each half
of the sarcomere from Z-line to M-line, or center of the sarcomere [22,
23]. The sarcomere contains more than 20 major myoﬁbrillar proteins.

Fig. 2. Alternative splicing regulation with splicing elements and factors. Splicing is orchestrated by cis-regulatory sequences and trans-regulatory factors in pre-mRNA. Exonic splicing
enhancers (ESEs) and exonic splicing silencers (ESSs) locate in exon, and intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs) while intronic splicing silencers (ISSs) locate in intron. SR proteins and hnRNPs
are two major families of alternative splicing regulatory proteins, which are recruited by splicing enhancers and silencers. Generally, SR proteins bind to splicing enhancers, facilitating
spliceosome assembly, whereas hnRNP proteins are recruited by splicing silencers, interfering with the spliceosome assembly.
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Table 1
Muscle speciﬁc splicing factors and regulated sarcomeric genes.
Splicing factor

Major target sarcomeric
genes

Splicing events

Pathological consequence

Citation

RBM20

TTN, LDB3, TPM1
Required for 31 genes
alternative splicing in heart

Titin N2B:N2BA ratio; LDB3 exon 4
inclusion and exon 5–6 exclusion;
Regulates exon exclusion

When N2B:N2BA decreases:

Guo et al. [44]
Maatz et al. [20]

RBM24

Tnnt2, Tpm1, Tpm2, Actb

MNBL proteins:
MNBL1
CELF family:
CUGBP1
CUGBP2

LDB3, TNNT2

RBFox family:
RBFox1

NRAP, MYBPC3, LDB3

LDB3, TNNT2

Essential for embryonic cardiac
development and required for 68
splicing events;
Regulates exon inclusion
LDB3 exon 11 exclusion; cTnT exon 5
exclusion
LDB3 exon 11 inclusion; cTnT exon 5
inclusion;
Antagonize MNBL function on exon
choice control
LDB3 exon 4 inclusion increases in
RBFOX1−/−

Fig. 3 shows sarcomere structure with most abundant sarmoceric proteins and their speciﬁc positions.
During cardiac development and under disease conditions, most of
sarcomeric proteins show isoform switching to adapt to the ever changing physiological conditions. Some protein isoforms are generated from
distinct genes, such as myosin, actin, troponin I and C, MyBP-C and tropomyosin; others arise from a single gene by alternative splicing, like titin,
troponin T, tropomyosin (some isoforms produced by a single gene)
and LDB3. Muscle-speciﬁc alternative splicing was one of the ﬁrst observed tissue-speciﬁc events [24]. Muscle tissue mis-splicing of key sarcomeric genes has been found in heart failure [5]. Unfortunately, only a few
muscle tissue-speciﬁc splicing factors have been identiﬁed so far, and very
little is known about their molecular mechanisms that mediate musclespeciﬁc splicing (Table 1). Here, we focus on the four sarcomeric genes
whose alternative splicing events have been associated with heart failure.
4.2. Sarcomeric gene mis-splicing in heart failure
4.2.1. Titin
Titin is a protein initially described as connectin [25] and later
named titin, because of its apparently gigantic size determined on polyacrylamide gels [26,27]. Titin is the largest known polypeptide, and is
made up of 363 exons and 38,138 amino acid residues in humans,

– passive tension decreases
– systolic dysfunction
– dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM)
Exon 4 downregulation and exon 5–6 upregulation in DCM
through impaired binding of PGM1.
Hypertrophic and dilated cardiomyopathies

Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1)
DM1 cardiomyopathy;
Re-expression of embryonic cTnT in failing heart; embryonic cTnT
produce higher Ca2+ sensitivity associates with cardiac arrhythmias;
Exon 11 inclusion of LDB3 leads to low binding afﬁnity to PKC
Cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure with “fetal-like” mRNA
changes

Yang et al. [16]

Charlet-B et al. [79]
Warf et al. [78]
Yamashita et al. [60]

Pedrotti et al. [62]

equating to a potential total size of approximately 4.2 MDa [28]. Most
of the sarcomeric proteins are orchestrated by interactions with titin,
which acts as the giant blueprint protein of the sarcomere [29]. Titin is
responsible for maintaining passive tension in striated muscle, which
explains its ﬂexibility and extensible abilities [30].
Titin is expressed in potentially millions of different isoforms generated by alternative splicing from the transcript of a single gene TTN [23].
Across mammalian species, titin molecules in striated muscle are classiﬁed based on their N2-unique domain expression [31]. The isoforms
contain the N2B sequence only expressed in cardiac muscle and the isoforms with a different unique region called N2A are found in both cardiac and skeletal muscles [23]. The isoforms with N2A unique sequence in
cardiac muscle called N2BA which also contains N2B unique domain,
while in skeletal muscle the isoforms are called N2A which solely has
N2A unique domain. Therefore, there are two major classes of titin
isoforms expressed in cardiac muscle: the smaller and stiffer N2B (approximately 3.0 MDa) and the larger and more complaint N2BAs (between ~ 3.2 and 3.8 MDa) [32]. These two classes of titin isoforms are
co-expressed in cardiac muscle with the altered ratios depending on
species and developmental stage. During prenatal or perinatal development, the large fetal isoform is replaced by the smaller size isoform that
means the N2BA isoforms decrease in proportion, and the N2B isoform
predominates in mature animal [33,34]. The titin isoforms express at a

Fig. 3. The striated sarcomere structure. Location of the major and most abundant sarcomeric proteins in the sarcomere: thick ﬁlament contains myosin and MyBP-C and locates in the A
band. Thin ﬁlament is composed of actin, tropomyosin and troponin complex, spans I band and overlaps thick ﬁlament in A band. Titin spans half sarcomere from Z-line to M-line, with its
N-terminus binding to actin at Z-line and C-terminus attaching to myosin. Nebulin is the fourth ﬁlament system in skeletal muscle which spans alone with actin. Myomesin is the M-line
sarcomeric protein which crosslinks myosin ﬁlaments to M-line. LDB3 locates in Z-line and maintains Z-line integrity during muscle contraction.
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ratio of ~35% N2BA to ~ 65% N2B in normal adult human left ventricle
[35]. The adult wild-type rat hearts express less than 10% N2BA and
more than 90% N2B isoform [26]. There is an intimate relationship between the size of the I-band region of titin and titin-based passive tension, that is, a larger elastic I-band regions corresponding to a lower
passive tension, so titin-based passive tension is largely determined by
titin isoform expression ratio in the heart. Overall, a decreased ratio of
N2BA induces elevated stiffness, whereas an increased ratio indicates
reduced myoﬁbrillar stiffness. Altered splicing of TTN has been found
in a series of heart diseases, such as heart failure, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and ischemic heart disease [36]. Analyses have already
shown that the left ventricle biopsies from patients with diastolic
heart failure and hypertension rats had a reduced N2BA/N2B titin
which is associated with increased myocardial stiffness [37–39]. In conditions with eccentric remodeling and volume overload, the left ventricle tissues from the hypertrophy mice with both systolic and diastolic
dysfunction showed a marked reduction in N2BA/N2B ratio [40]. In
human patients with non-tachycardia-induced dilated cardiomyopathy
(DCM), an increase in the N2BA/N2B ratio was observed in DCM patients [41–43]. Therefore, in order to develop a therapeutic strategy
for heart failure originated by titin isoform switching, it is critical important to understand the mechanisms controlling titin splicing.
Recently, RBM20 has been identiﬁed as a major regulator of titin
splicing [44] (Fig. 4). In an engineered mouse model, an in-frame deletion of the RNA recognition motif (RRM) of Rbm20 further veriﬁed the
role of Rbm20 in the regulation of titin splicing [45]. Mutations with
loss of function in RBM20 have been associated with development of
heart failure [46–52]. Mutations in exon 9 of RBM20 were found in 3%
of all DCM cases, and in over 13% of those with a history of sudden
death [52]. In addition, Maatz et al. [20] suggested that the difference
in endogenous RBM20 expression signiﬁcantly affects splicing of
orthologous exons for genes like TTN and LDB3. This difference was
based on the comparison of the splicing patterns of RBM20-modulated
exons in heart tissues from end-stage heart failure patients, implying
the endogenous RBM20 expression levels are pivotal for the regulation
of cardiac function. Presently, core sequence of UCUU in titin gene has
been recommended as the cis-acting RNA elements recognized by
RBM20 [20], and the ratio of other factors such as SFRS1 (SF2/ASF),
U2AF65 and hnRNP L has been predicted to cooperatively regulate
titin splicing with RBM20 [19]. However, blasting UCUU against titin
gene indicates that the core sequence appears multiple times in the
most of introns and exons of titin, therefore, it is unknown which
UCUU core-containing sequence can be bound by RBM20, and future
studies need be warranted to identify the speciﬁc UCUU-core containing
sequence for RBM20 binding. Also cooperative regulation with other

regulatory factors hasn't been validated yet. Although RBM20 has
been known as the major regulator of titin splicing, the detailed mechanisms are still unclear.
4.2.2. Cypher/LDB3
LIM domain binding 3 (LDB3), also known as Z-band alternatively
spliced PDZ-motif (ZASP) in human or Cypher in mice, belongs to
PDZ-LIM domain family [53]. It complexes with other Z-line associated
proteins, like α-actinin, and plays a critical role in muscle ultrastructure
and functions as maintaining Z-line integrity during muscle contraction
[54]. The global cypher-null mice develop congenital dilated cardiomyopathy, and are found with severe defects in striated muscle which are
postnatal lethal [55]. Cardiac speciﬁc deletion of cypher also leads to
DCM and premature adult lethality [56]. Cypher contains a total of 17
exons and has at least six alternatively spliced isoforms. Cardiac and
skeletal muscle each contains two long isoforms and one short isoform,
and the expression of these isoforms is strictly regulated during muscle
development [57].
Cypher long (Cypher 1 and 3) and short (Cypher 2) isoforms are deﬁned by the presence and absence of three C-terminal LIM domains, respectively. The long isoform has been suggested to be more important
than the short isoform physiologically. Depletion of a selective cypher
long isoform has been associated to lead to late-onset cardiomyopathy
[58]. Exon 10 is last exon of Cypher short isoform. Exon 11 is differentially spliced to generate Cypher 1 (included) or Cypher 3 (excluded)
isoforms. Previous report showed that the exon 11 inclusion isoform is
decreased during mouse heart development, which is only regulated
by MBNL1 [59]. Later, another study suggested that the splicing of
exon 11 is regulated by splicing factors MBNL1 and CUG triplet repeat
RNA-binding protein (CUGBP1, a member of CELF family) in myotonic
dystrophy type 1 (DM1) skeletal muscle [60]. In DM1 skeletal muscle,
CTG repeats expand in the 3′-untranslated region (UTR) of the DMPK
gene. The CUG repeat RNA causes sequestration of MBNL1, however,
upregulation of CUGBP1 leads to inclusion of LDB3 exon 11. Inclusion
of exon 11 alters binding afﬁnity of LDB3 to protein kinase C (PKC)
and contributes to inappropriate activation of PKC, leading to CUGBP1
phosphorylation and its overexpression in the pathogenesis of DM1
[60].
Interestingly, the Ldb3 gene harbors two classes of splicing variants
that are skeletal and cardiac muscle-speciﬁc. The cardiac speciﬁc region
is only deﬁned by exon 4, whereas the skeletal muscle speciﬁc region is
deﬁned by three exons, exons 5–7 [57]. RBM20 has been identiﬁed as a
splicing factor that regulates LDB3 exon 4 and exons 5–7 splicing [44].
Inclusion of exon 4 or exons 5–7 is mutually exclusive which is regulated by RBM20. In the Rbm20-deﬁcient rats or human subject with the

Fig. 4. RBM20-regulated titin alternative splicing patterns (modiﬁed from [22]). In the heart with RBM20 expression, cardiac titin mRNA undergoes extensive exon usages in regions
corresponding to middle Ig and PEVK domain, while these exon splicing events seem inhibited with RBM20 deﬁciency. Arrows indicate the exons spliced, solid line connections
denote consecutive exons.
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RBM20 missense mutation, expression of exon 4 is downregulated in
the left ventricular tissue, whereas expression of exons 5–7 is upregulated. Therefore, RBM20 mediates the heart speciﬁc splicing of LDB3 rather
than the alternation between the “long isoform” and “short isoform” of
LDB3 described above. Similarly, the cardiac isoform of cypher is
switched to the skeletal isoform in ASF/SF2 (a prototypical SR protein)
deﬁcient mice [61]. Interestingly, it has been reported that exon 4
shows an increase of inclusion in RBFox1−/− muscle [62]. Together,
RBM20, ASF/SF2, and RBFox1 may co-regulate the exon 4 or exons 5–
7 speciﬁc splicing of LDB3 in the heart muscle. Mutations in exon 4 of
LDB3 have been shown to be associated with dilated cardiomyopathy
through impaired binding of the glycolytic enzyme phosphoglucomutase 1 (PGM1) [63], which is a key enzyme involving in glucose consumption and energy management. These results demonstrate that
exon 4 inclusion isoforms may play a pivotal role in the heart muscle
development.
4.2.3. Troponin T
Troponin plays a crucial role in the regulation of contraction and relaxation of striated muscles. Troponin is a complex consisted of three
regulatory proteins which are calcium binding protein troponin C
(TnC), inhibitory protein troponin I (TnI), and tropomyosin-binding
protein troponin T (TnT) [64]. Each isoform of TnC and TnI is encoded
from individual distinct genes. So far, no splicing events as well as involved splicing factors have been reported for TnC and TnI during
heart development and/or pathological conditions [65]. Nonetheless,
TnT undergoes alternative splicing to generate multiple isoforms [66].
Mammalian cTnT gene contains 17 exons of which exon 4, exon5
and exon 13 are alternatively spliced [67]. In terms of the exon 4 and
5 alternative splicing, four human cardiac isoforms are generated,
cTnT1 (all exon present), cTnT2 (missing exon 4), cTnT3 (missing
exon 5), and cTnT4 (missing both exon 4 and 5). In the heart, alternative
splice forms of cardiac TnT (cTnT) are under developmental change. The
expressed cTnT isoforms are regulated during embryonic and postnatal
heart development, and altered splicing patterns are found in failing
human heart, diabetic rat heart, and familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy human heart [68–71]. Splicing of cTnT gene is strictly governed,
and the abnormal splicing will cause cardiac dysfunction. A healthy
adult mouse heart solely expresses cTnT3, while coexistence of two or
three cTnT variants in adult mouse hearts will cause decreased myocardial contractility and ventricular pumping efﬁciency [72]. Moreover,
studies using reconstituted myoﬁlaments showed embryonic cTnT produced high Ca2+ sensitivity in comparison to adult cTnT [73], which implies that re-expression of embryonic cTnT in adult heart may increase
susceptibility to arrhythmia that is associated with the increased
myoﬁlamental Ca2+ sensitivity [74,75].
It is well documented that alternative splicing of cTnT exons 4 and 5
is developmentally regulated. Exon inclusion is predominantly in embryonic and neonatal heart but is gradually altered to exon exclusion
during postnatal heart development [76]. Xu et al. [61] found that
ASF/SF2 is involved in the regulation of tissue-speciﬁc alternative splicing of cTnT. Ablation of ASF/SF2 in heart results in cTnT exon 4 efﬁciently included in 4-week-old mouse hearts [61], suggesting that ASF/SF2
plays a role in coordination with developmental isoform transition of
cTnT. With regard to the cTnT role in muscle contraction, the elevated
exon 4 inclusion leads to less relaxation of muscle ﬁbers in the absence
of Ca2+ [77], which may contribute to the hypercontraction phenotype
in ASF/SF2 knockout mice [61]. In the case of exon 5, Warf et al. [78]
demonstrated that the protein factors MBNL and U2AF65 regulate the
cTnT exon 5 splicing. MBNL1 directly binds to cTnT pre-mRNA and controls the exclusion of exon 5 by competing with the essential splicing
factor U2AF65 for binding at the 3′ end of intron 4. When U2AF65 is sequestered from binding to the pre-mRNA, the U2 snRNP can no longer
be recruited for spliceosome assembly and the exon 5 is excluded. On
the other hands Charlet-B et al. [79] indicated that inclusion of cTnT
exon 5 in cTnT1 isoform in embryonic heart requires binding of splicing

5

factor ETR-3 (also known as CUGBP2, a member of CELF family). Binding
and activation by ETR-3, however, are directly antagonized by the splicing factor polypyrimidine tract binding protein (PTB). Furthermore, Goo
and Cooper [80] showed that the activation of cTnT exon 5 inclusion by
ETR-3 is promoted by direct interaction with components of the activated U2 snRNP and enhanced binding of U2 snRNP and complex A assembly. Taken together, development of cTnT isoform switching is regulated
by the splicing factors of ASF/SF2, MBNL1, ETR-3 and PTB. Balance between these competing splicing factors determines the isoform expressions of cTnT and thus affects the development of associated heart
diseases. Strikingly, like exon 5, the ASF/SF2 governed exon 4 splicing
is tightly bound with a developmental program, which indicates that
ASF/SF2 cannot act alone in the regulation. Interestingly, cTnT has
been identiﬁed as one of the RBM20 regulated genes through HITSCLIP [20], however, another study showed that cTnT is not a target of
RBM20 [81]. These conﬂicted results suggest more studies are needed
for cTnT splicing.
4.2.4. Tropomyosin
In muscle, tropomyosin (TPM) exists as a rod-shaped coiled-coil
dimer that forms a head-to-tail polymer along the length of an actin ﬁlament [82,83]. TPM is responsible for the regulation of many properties
of actin, including stabilizing actin ﬁlaments [84], and one of major role
of TPM is mediating muscle contraction via regulation of actin-myosin
interaction. In the relaxed state, TPM and troponin complex blocks myosin binding sites on the actin ﬁlament, thus preventing cross-bridge
formation and, ultimately, muscle contraction. Upon releasing of intracellular calcium by neuronal stimulation, troponin binds to calcium,
which leads to lateral movement of TPM. Movement of TPM exposes
myosin-binding site of actin, thus allowing formation of cross-bridge
and muscle contraction [85].
In humans, four genes, TPM1, TPM2, TPM3 and TPM4, have been characterized and give rise to multiple isoforms via alternative splicing, use
of different promoters, and different poly (A) addition sites [86]. In
human striated muscle, mainly expressed isoforms are TPM1α and
TPM1κ alternatively spliced from TPM1 gene, TPM2β from TPM2 gene,
and TPM3γ from TPM3 gene [87]. TPM1κ and TPM1α have an identical
exon composition except for exon 2 where TPM1κ contains smooth
muscle exon 2a instead of striated muscle exon 2b as in TPM1α. Expression of TPM1κ isoforms is differentially regulated in heart development
(3–5% of total TPM isoform population), upregulation of TPM1κ isoform
(approximately doubled) was found in patients with DCM and heart
failure [88,89]. Physiological changes with increased expression of
TPM1κ isoform include decreased contractility of left ventricle, systolic
and diastolic dysfunctions, reduced myoﬁlament calcium sensitivity of
tension development, and weaker interaction between thin ﬁlaments
[88]. Previous studies demonstrate that expressions of TPM1α and
TPM2β in the heart are governed by developmental changes, both
isoforms are expressed during embryogenesis and fetal development,
however, TPM2β isoform reduces dramatically after birth [90]. In
transgenic mice with a level of 55% TPM2β causes an increase in myoﬁlament Ca2+ sensitivity, a decrease in the maximum rate of relaxation,
and an increase in the time to one-half relaxation of the hearts [91]. In
a mouse model with overexpression of TPM3γ isoform the heart
shows increased heart rate and decreased Ca2+ sensitivity [91]. Mechanisms of TPM alternative splicing in the heart have not been wellrecognized, however, TPM1 has recently been identiﬁed as a target of
RBM20 [44], but it is still unknown which speciﬁc splicing event is regulated by RBM20. Thus it would be exciting to know whether RBM20
controls the expression of TPM1κ and TPM1α isoforms and whether
TPM1κ upregulation is associated with RBM20.
Although splicing events in the heart are unclear, several splicing
factors have been recognized in mediating TPM splicing in other cell
types. For example, hnRNP H, a member of the hnRNP family, enhances
the activity of an ESS and participates in exclusion of exon 7 of TPM2β in
nonmuscle cells [92,93]. Ubiquitously expressed hnRNP H binds to ESS
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sequences at the 5′ end of exon 7. Binding of hnRNP H to ESS correlates
with silencer activity resulting in exon 7 skipping [92]. Inclusion of
exons 2 and 3 of TPM1α is mutually exclusive. Exon2 is selected in
smooth muscle cells, whereas exon 3 is selected in skeletal muscle,
heart and brain [94,95]. 9G8, a member of SR protein family, was
found to function as a splicing activator of exon 2. However, hnRNP H
and F antagonize with 9G8 by competing for and binding to the same element sequences on pre-mRNA [96]. On the other hand, repression of
exon 3 in smooth muscle is mediated by PTB (also known as hnRNP
I) and MBNL1. MBNL1 binds to negative regulatory elements consisting
of UGC clusters or CUG motifs, which acts as repressors of exon 3. Binding of MBNL1 to pre-mRNA promotes its interaction with another factor
PTB. Therefore, skipping of exon 3 involves the cooperation between
PTB and MNBL1 [97]. Since exon 3 is favored in striated muscle, an interesting next step would be to explore if MBNL1 and PTB govern the splicing of TPM1α in the heart and control the inclusion of exon 3 in cardiac
muscle for maintaining splicing mode in a cardiac-speciﬁc manner.
5. Future perspectives
Alternative splicing is highly regulated and frequently occurred in
eukaryotic organisms, and diseases can be caused by abnormal alternative splicing. This makes alternative splicing a therapeutic target for
treatment of mis-splicing associated diseases. Currently, alternative
splicing-based therapy is attracting researchers' attention as a potential
therapeutic strategy for treatment of heart diseases since mis-splicingcaused cardiac disease is rising. Over last two decades, antisense oligonucleotides (AONs) have been studied to interfere with the core splicing
or the regulatory factors binding sites. AONs have been applied to the
Duchene muscular dystrophy models. Skipping of certain mutated
exons by using AONs was promoted to avoid premature truncation of
the protein [98]. In a myotonic dystrophy type 1 mouse model, splicing
factor MNBL1 is sequestered by CUG expansion in DMPK mRNAs. By
using AONs, CUG repeats are blocked, allowing MBNL1 to reach its natural targets [99]. Additional splicing misregulation events have been
found in skeletal muscles of DM1 patients. For instance, re-expression
of an embryonic dystrophin isoform due to aberrant splicing mediation
of DMD exon 78 has been strongly related to the severity of DM1. Recently, it has been reported that DMD exon 78 splicing is also regulated
by MBNL1 during skeletal muscle development, and mis-exclusion of
exon 78 is a direct consequence of MBNL1 loss-of-function caused by
CUG repeats [100]. Up to date, two antisense drugs have been approved
by U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as a treatment of cytomegalovirus retinitis [101,102] and homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia [103]. However, AONs have still not been extensively used due
to lack of understanding of detailed splicing mechanisms. Upregulation
of cardioprotective isoforms may also serve as an attractive therapeutic
approach. As discussed above, an increase of N2BA/N2B titin isoform
ratio has been found in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy. Studies
have demonstrated that hormones, like insulin and thyroid hormone,
can increase the expression of N2B/N2BA titin isoform ratio via the
PI3K/AKT signaling pathway [104–106]. Therefore, further understanding of how splicing signaling pathway of sarcomeric genes is regulated
may eventually enable us to shift isoforms expression to reduce pathological effects. On the other hand, regulation of activity of splicing factors may also be a promising therapeutic option for manipulating
speciﬁc gene splicing in pathological conditions. Since RBM20 is the
major regulator of titin isoform transition, N2B titin isoform increases
in the presence of RBM20, while N2BA titin isoform increases in the absence of RBM20 [44]. Therefore, by mediating the expression level or activity of RBM20, the ratio between N2B and N2BA titin isoforms can be
elaborately manipulated. This is just an example for the emerging application by correcting the abnormal protein isoform ratios resulting from
mRNA mis-splicing. Taken together, in the future, correcting the abnormal isoform ratios for treatment of heart failure will be a promising
strategy.
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